
S I G N A T U R E
S E R I E S



DISCOVER THE MOTHER OF PEARL 
SIGNATURE COLLECTION 
Here is an overview of the Signature series, a range
that emphasises simplicity of design where function
and quality are matched with superb manufacturing
craftmanship.
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/


BAUHAUS INSPIRED LEVER SETS

Plain BH PBU (polished brass un-lacquered) 

Options include - soft corner (rolled) showing screws on
backplate or blind. Sprung or un-sprung lever return.

Plain BH Polished nickel
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BH plain custom AB finish

BH knurled custom AB and black finish

BH plain AB (antique lacquered) finish

BH knurl polished chrome

BH knurl polished nickel and black finish

BH ribbed satin chrome BH ribbed AB finish

BAUHAUS INSPIRED LEVER SETS - FINISHES 
Derived from the Bauhaus movement and attributed to Walter Gropius. They are solid brass and very
beautifully engineered.. Any combination plus custom ages finishes, wood and leather.

BH gun metal and aged rumbled
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Square lever on passage narrow backplate

'T’ turn latch with Euro cut out on narrow
backplate

Square 'T’ turn on wide backplate with Euro
cylinder cut out

Round 'T’ latch with Euro thumb turn
cylinder polish chrome on a wide backplate

Bauhaus on narrow backplate rolled elbow in
aged brass

Round lever set on round backplate in
brushed nickel finish

Square lever on flat backplate 

Sagittarius lever with various finishes 

PASSAGE LEVER SETS - SELECTION OF OPTIONS
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/square-lever-handle?_pos=3&_psq=square&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45984287293744
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/sagittarius-lever-set?_pos=1&_psq=sag&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=46599833551152
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/square-t-turn-handle?_pos=2&_psq=back&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860904730928
https://www.motherofpearl.com/cdn/shop/files/MOP-thandleonlongwideplate.jpg?v=1698635474&width=1400
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/brass-round-t-handle-on-long-narrow-back-plate-with-keyhole?_pos=2&_psq=backplate&_ss=e&_v=1.0
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/brass-round-t-handle-on-long-narrow-back-plate-with-keyhole?_pos=2&_psq=t+turn&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=47005981606192
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


BM8851

BM8753

BM8746

BM8745

BM8725 with Signature Series wide backplate

BM8725 Selection of passage knobs

MP 'T'’Turn passage set

PASSAGE KNOB SETS
Contact us for finish and backplate options. We can match the knobs to choices of backing
plates for extended options. All knob sets are 57mm diameter.
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JOINERY KNOBS

Glass cabinet knob with through bolt.
Available in four sizes 25mm, 32mm, 38mm
and 44mm

Plain round knob Available in 18mm, 32mm,
40mm and all finishes

Moulded glass cabinet knob -  Available in 3
sizes and 3 finishes 26mm, 32mm, 38mm -  
Polished brass, polished nickel and oil-rubbed
bronze, 32mm

Brass square knobs - 30mm 26mm projection

Ribbed round knob - Available in 18mm,
32mm, 40mm and all finishes

Knurled round knob Available in 18mm,
32mm, 40mm and all finishes

The classic 'margarite' knob 32mm

Knurl T-knob 76mm and small T-knob
40mm. Backplate optional
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/t-handle?pr_prod_strat=e5_desc&pr_rec_id=86bd6e2fd&pr_rec_pid=8502196764976&pr_ref_pid=8799663653168&pr_seq=uniform&%3Fvariant%3D=45860652155184
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/ribbed-knob?_pos=1&_psq=RIBBED&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=47035203911984
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/glass-cabinet-knob?_pos=20&_sid=91fc37685&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45854510547248
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/moulded-glass-cabinet-knob?_pos=34&_sid=91fc37685&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45854560256304
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/square-knob?_pos=2&_psq=SQUARE&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860956143920
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/knurled-round-knob?_pos=1&_psq=knurled+knob&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=47035201388848
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/plain-knob?_pos=2&_sid=44ac794a2&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=47035205812528
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


Hamptons cabinet knob - 32mm - Four
finishes including polished nickel, brushed
nickel, oil-rubbed bronze and polished brass

JOINERY KNOBS

Art deco oblong knob - Available in 26mm x
32mm in polished nickel and polished brass
finishes

Art deco pulls Olive knob - 37mm and available in polished
brass and oil-rubbed bronze finishes

Classic shaker square knob - Available in
26mm and 32mm and all finish options

Classic cabinet knob - 32mm. Four finishes
including polished nickel, brushed nickel, oil-
rubbed bronze and polished brass and aged
brass on request

Mushroom cabinet knob in polished brass -
25mm, 32mm and 38mm. All finishes

Cabinet knob - 32mm. All finishes.
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/cabinet-knob-1?_pos=6&_sid=91fc37685&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=47122434883888
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/art-deco-ridges-d-pull?_pos=17&_sid=a2b5e5125&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45853653008688
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/classic-cabinet-knob?_pos=46&_sid=91fc37685&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45309794484528
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/classic-cabinet-knob?_pos=2&_psq=classic+&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45309794484528
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/olive-knob?_pos=1&_psq=olive&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45861222940976
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/hamptons-cabinet-knob?_pos=1&_psq=HAMP&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45854254891312
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/mushroom-cabinet-knob?_pos=1&_psq=MUSHROOM&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45861033836848
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/art-deco-oblong-knob-1?_pos=1&_psq=OBLONG&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45853681353008
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


JOINERY KNOBS

Ceramic cabinet knob - 35mm Chrome plated
brass base -  Available in Floral or Shell 

Cowry shell fish cabinet knob

Ceramic cabinet knob - 35mm Chrome plated
brass base -  Available in Star or Small Floral

Carved horn animal head knobs - Available
in Cat / Deer / Elephant / Lion 

Terracotta knob - - 32mm diameter /
projection 40mm - Solid Brass base -
Available in Butterfly or Diamond 

Sundial shell cabinet knob - 30mm - Solid
Brass setting with polished nickel finish

Paua shell cabinet knob - 30mm - Solid brass
setting with polished nickel finish

Terracotta knob - 32mm diameter / projection  
40mm - Solid brass base - Available in Flower
or Swirl 8

https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/paua-shell-cabiinet-knob?_pos=1&_psq=paua&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=46649458590000
https://www.motherofpearl.com/collections/kitchen-joinery/products/sundial-shell-cabinet-knob?%3Fvariant%3D=46649507316016
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/fish-cabinet-knob?_pos=1&_sid=2a4622233&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45309032890672
https://www.motherofpearl.com/collections/kitchen-joinery/products/terracotta-knob-flower?%3Fvariant%3D=46715641528624
https://www.motherofpearl.com/collections/kitchen-joinery/products/terracotta-knob-swirl?%3Fvariant%3D=46715648377136
https://www.motherofpearl.com/collections/kitchen-joinery/products/terracotta-knob-butterfly?%3Fvariant%3D=46715639857456
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/carved-horn-animal-head-knob?_pos=1&_psq=anima&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=46650015449392
https://www.motherofpearl.com/collections/kitchen-joinery/products/terracotta-knob-diamond?%3Fvariant%3D=46715646312752
https://www.motherofpearl.com/collections/kitchen-joinery/products/ceramic-cabinet-knob-4?%3Fvariant%3D=46650919387440
https://www.motherofpearl.com/collections/kitchen-joinery/products/ceramic-cabinet-knob-1?%3Fvariant%3D=46650835403056
https://www.motherofpearl.com/collections/kitchen-joinery/products/ceramic-cabinet-knob?%3Fvariant%3D=46650834649392
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


Broad butt hinge Solid brass screws. slot head and Phillips
head. 10G X 30mm all finishes

Olive knuckle hinges for doors and
cabinetry. Available in all finishes

Our hinges are perfect! We can supply custom sizes on a 4 week turnaround.
100 X 75 and 100 X 100mm, in unlacquered polishes brass, always in stock for immediate
supply. We can create our aged 'living finish' to these at short notice.

Door hinges 100m x 75mm

HINGES
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/cabinet-knob?_pos=1&_sid=3de1537b3&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45854306763056
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/slotted-head-brass-screws?_pos=1&_psq=screw&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=47035092894000
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


Sash window security bolts

Sash window fasteners

Selection of privacy turns

Sash window liftsTraditional EscutcheonsEuro Escutcheons

Selection of casement window furniture 

ACCESSORIES

Bolts for non-active door X 2 – flush rebated
(extra security) or face mount
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/escutcheon-round?_pos=1&_psq=esc&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860750459184
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/escutcheon-round?_pos=1&_psq=esc&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860750459184
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/sash-window-fastener?_pos=3&_psq=sash&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45309824631088
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/sash-window-lift?_pos=1&_psq=sash&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45861034983728
https://www.motherofpearl.com/search?q=window
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/bauhaus-privacy-knob-coin-turn?_pos=2&_psq=privacy&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45861150589232
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/sash-window-security-bolt?_pos=1&_psq=bolt&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=46599892271408
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


‘Parrotbeak’ hold backs  -  Available in a
variety of finishes 

Dome door stop floor mounts - 32mm -  
Available in a variety of finishes 

Half moon door stops - 45mm -  Available in
a variety of finishes 

Lipstick door stops - 65mm - Available in all
finishes

Floor mounted door stops - 32mm Available
in plain, fluted and knurled finishes

Victorian door stops - 70mm - Available in a
variety of finishes 

ACCESSORIES
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/bullet-door-stop?_pos=1&_psq=lipstick&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860732272944
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/victorian-door-stop?_pos=5&_sid=c1c7c5679&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45861236048176
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/knurled-floor-mounted-door-stop?_pos=2&_sid=5e2cdb412&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45861103141168
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/parrot-beak-hold-back?_pos=1&_sid=4e7dc7dc6&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45861047107888
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/door-stop-floor-mount?_pos=2&_sid=c1c7c5679&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45860901224752
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/half-moon-door-stop?_pos=2&_psq=moon&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860934484272
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


LOCKS & LATCHES

Heavy duty 60mm backset latches. Smooth
and silent.

Euro lock with lever set

Lever handle ÁB’ finish with Jacksons 5
lever security JM560 lock

Jacksons lock and latch rebate kit and plain
kit shown

Jacksons latch and privacy JM160 Jacksons  60mm latchMagnetic catch

We can advise and supply the right lock/latch/privacy for  
application. Here are some examples. 

We can match the face plates to the finishes we offer. 
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/cdn/shop/files/jackson_locks_MOP-5leverbacksetlockwithbitkeyholebodyonly_bahausribbedpassageleverhandle-JM560LB-JM546LB-MH21604R_ANT120.jpg?v=1698630147&width=1400
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/jm-5-lever-backset-lock-with-bit-keyhole-body-only?_pos=1&_psq=jm&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=47034338312496
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/jm-privacy-lock-60mm-backset-with-double-spring-spl-follower-body-only?_pos=2&_sid=97ba0c422&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=47034305249584
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/standard-passage-lock-with-60mm-backset?_pos=4&_sid=bd75db845&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=47034310164784
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/euro-moritce-lock?_pos=19&_sid=37ec235d9&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=47116193431856
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


Bauhaus round pull - Knurled design - 96mm,
128mm, 200mm and 300mm - custom sizes
on 4/5 week turn around. Appliance pulls
200mm, 300mm, 400mm, 600mm and
custom lengths

Bauhaus pull in 4 sizes - Ribbed design - Posts
8mm round section 12mm

The Bauhaus range in the AB (Antique brass
lacquered finish) A durable finish that locks
in the colour

Bauhaus plain joinery pull 

JOINERY PULLS
Our range for kitchen and general fitout based on the Bauhaus  concept of minimalism.

Our Bauhaus  Appliance pull has been used on front doors, Glass
shower doors,  Feature wardrobes etc. 
Specify plain, knurl or ribbed. Specify length and the finish. Turn
around 4 weeks, - if we’ve not what you want in stock. 

Surface fix or back to back fix options
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/bauhaus-ribbed-pull?_pos=1&_sid=5372983a7&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45861084987696
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/bauhaus-plain-round-pull?_pos=1&_psq=BAUHAUS+PLAIN+ROUND+JOINERY+PULL&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860737319216
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/bauhaus-knurled-pull?_pos=5&_sid=f405125d7&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45860740432176
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/bauhaus-ribbed-pull?_pos=2&_sid=a4c37e195&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45861084987696
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/bauhaus-appliance-pull-ribbed?_pos=1&_sid=bbfdc7cae&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45860880449840
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


Blade pull - 96mm, 128mm, 224mm -  Two
finishes including polished nickel and
polished brass unlacquered 

Brass round cabinet pull - 96mm, 128mm,
224mm, 288mm - Four finishes including
polished nickel, brushed nickel, oil-rubbed
bronze and polished brass

Square joinery pull - 96mm, 128mm, 200mm,
300mm - Four finishes including polished
nickel, brushed nickel, oil-rubbed bronze and
polished brass

Classic cabinet pull - 76mm, 96mm, 127mm,
177mm, 320mm - Four finishes including
polished nickel, brushed nickel, oil-rubbed
bronze and polished brass

Shaker cupboard pull - 102mm - Four finishes
including polished nickel, brushed nickel, oil-
rubbed bronze and polished brass

Shaker pull handle - 96mm, 200mm, 300mm
- Four finishes including polished nickel,
brushed nickel, oil-rubbed bronze and
polished brass

JOINERY PULLS

D pull handle - 96mm, 128mm, 130mm,
200mm, 300mm -  Four finishes including
antique brass, polished brass unlacquered,
polished nickel and Z black

Marine cupboard pull - 120mm - Four finishes
including polished nickel, brushed nickel, oil-
rubbed bronze and polished brass
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/cupboard-pull?_pos=2&_psq=classic+cabinet&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45853824123184
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/round-cabinet-pull?_pos=2&_psq=round+cabinet&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860903289136
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/shaker-pull-handle-3?_pos=3&_psq=shaker+pull&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=46058950983984
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/square-joinery-pull?_pos=1&_psq=square+joinery&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860677189936
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/blade-pull?_pos=1&_psq=blade&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45860675289392
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/shaker-cupboard-pull?_pos=3&_psq=shaker&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45853009477936
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/marine-cupboard-pull?_pos=1&_psq=marine&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45853871767856
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/d-pull-handle?_pos=1&_psq=d+handle&_ss=e&_v=1.0&variant=45861010833712&%3Fvariant%3D=45861010833712
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


Round cup pulls - 95 x 45mm - Available in four
finishes including polished nickel, brushed nickel,
oil-rubbed bronze and polished brass

Half round cabinet pull - 75mm and 120mm -  
Available in four finishes including polished
nickel, brushed nickel, oil-rubbed bronze and
polished brass

Shaker Cup Pulls - 95mm or 110mm - Available in
four finishes including polished nickel, brushed
nickel, oil-rubbed bronze and polished brass

Lip Pull - 40mm, 100mm - 600mm - Available in
four finishes including polished nickel, brushed
nickel, oil-rubbed bronze and polished brass

CUP & LIP PULLS

Showing our new lip pull 4mm thickness, in our
gunmetal finish @ 40mm wide. Suitable for 18mm
joinery. Any custom size in any of our finishes.
4/5week lead time. Note. Should be checked in
flush with the leading edge

2mm thickness. 40/100/200 mm. for 18mm
joinery. Custom sizes and all finishes. 4/5 week
lead time

The brushed  and lightly aged half moon pull
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/half-round-cabinet-pull?_pos=9&_sid=ccf75f860&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45861144002864
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/round-cup-pull-95x45mm?_pos=3&_sid=a1c405354&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45853003841840
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/shaker-cup-pull?_pos=1&_sid=a1c405354&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45853037265200
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/new-l-lip-pull?_pos=2&_sid=ed757e7f4&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45861195546928
https://www.motherofpearl.com/cdn/shop/files/Gravity-halfroundcabinetpull-FF26702-PBU_120a.jpg?v=1691115775&width=1400
https://www.motherofpearl.com/
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/lip-pull?_pos=1&_psq=lip&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45861245845808


Oval flush pull - 125mm x 40mm, 150mm x 50mm, 200mm x 50mm and 300mm x 45mm -
Available in a variety of finishes

FLUSH PULLS
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/oval-flush-pull?_pos=1&_sid=8d7d350bc&_ss=r&%3Fvariant%3D=45860657168688
https://www.motherofpearl.com/cdn/shop/files/Gravity-ovalflushpullforslidingandpocketdoors-FF21400GroupAged.jpg?v=1698124207&width=1400
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


MOTHER OF PEARL FINISHES

THE RUMBLED FINISH

Rumbling metal parts is a staple in machine shops. The process
involves a vibrating vat in which components are rumbled with
stone of varying classification, that de-burrs and smooths out
imperfections after manufacturing.

In the case of architectural brass hardware, it renders a finish
that has appeal for specific design briefs. The result fresh from
rumbling, is the product appears slightly patinated, with a
‘texture’ almost like a grain. Our ageing produces a seriously
excellent result. This finish is available for all the products in
our ‘Signature Series’ on a 4/5 week turnaround.

SAND BLASTING

We achieve a very distressed look with sandblasting. We can
specify the level of distressing. Again, we age/ patinate to
specification.

BRUSHED/LINISHED 

We machine brush with linishing ‘mops’ and finish by hand to
achieve a consistent finish. The stock we hold is highly
polished so we have the option of ageing straight from our
shelves or refinishing against clients instructions.
A popular finish is ‘brushed’ not aged so a natural ageing
takes place. 

We have certain ranges, from our ‘signature series’ coded AB.
This popular finish is aged and lacquered with a very durable
lacquer. We keep stock of most of the product in this finish,
including, hinges, lever sets, privacy turns, door stops etc. 

Any product we’ve sold out of, can be supplemented inside of
4/5 weeks. This goes for all our Signature Series!

Bauhaus with knurled handled lightly aged
on a rumbled finish.

Unlacquered brass, aged brass and polished
nickel
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/pages/custom-finishing
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/bauhaus-knurled-lever-handle?_pos=1&_psq=bauhaus+&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=45984385630512
https://www.motherofpearl.com/products/sagittarius-lever-set?_pos=1&_psq=sag&_ss=e&_v=1.0&%3Fvariant%3D=46599833551152
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


To be clear, the Signature Series has come about through exploring a market
gap for an exclusive brand at very favourable pricing. We have worked with our
partners in India to develop a service which gives incredible flexibility. Custom
changes in sizing and finish options while always maintaining integrity,
delivered on a four to five week turnaround. 

The signature Series comes to you directly through us. Any information we give
is in the knowledge your project is in hand. We create the aged finishes in-house
under your instructions. We create schedules and can arrange site visits as part
of our service. The success of your project is a matter of pride for us.
 
.We’re including here, information on our world  brands, ranges we introduced
to Australia that have been part of the up market architecture and design
environment for decades. 

There's an unmatched confidence that comes from physically engaging with a
product when making design decisions, and with thousands of products to
choose from our expert team can help you source the perfect fit for your project.
 
Head into our showroom and experience the Mother of Pearl difference for
yourself.

EXPLORE OUR RANGE OF RENOWNED 
INTERNATIONAL BRANDS
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https://www.motherofpearl.com/
https://www.motherofpearl.com/pages/our-brands


SUN VALLEY BRONZE
We are a dedicated agent offering Sun Valley Bronze's
exquisite product line up that is sure to captivate those
with strong interests in American style. Their designs
seamlessly blend strong raw materials, reflecting a
profound appreciation for natural textures, creating a
perfect harmony in any setting.

One of the notable features of Sun Valley Bronze's
product range is its versatility, allowing for seamless
continuity across both residential and commercial
spaces. They utilize the finest grade bronze for castings
and opt for stainless steel for internal mechanisms,
ensuring longevity and unmatched performance.
We have a substantial display in our showroom.

https://www.sunvalleybronze.com/
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https://www.sunvalleybronze.com/
https://www.motherofpearl.com/


REMY GARNIER
Embodying the essence of French artistry, Remy
Garnier stands as a beacon of refined elegance in the
realm of architectural hardware. Marrying the finesse
of age-old craftsmanship with contemporary design
sensibilities, they craft hardware that speaks volumes of
luxury and class. From ornate traditional designs to the
sleek allure of modern fixtures, each product is a
testament to Remy Garnier's impeccable attention to
detail. Their dedication to creating pieces that are both
functional and stylish aligns seamlessly with Mother of
Pearl's ethos. We are thrilled to stock Remy Garnier
products and maintain a close collaboration, ensuring
prompt distribution and timely delivery for all your
projects.

https://www.remygarnier.fr/en/
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BRIONNE
The Brionne manufacturing facility is in the Touraine
district in the middle of France, surrounded by
vineyards and chateaux. With roots stemming from a
traditional craft workshop, they have dedicated over
five decades to the art of designing and crafting
exquisite hardware for doors, windows, and furniture.
Embracing time-honoured production techniques,
Brionne ensures that their offerings exude the timeless
charm of classic French provincial architecture.
Meticulously wrought iron and solid brass creations
stand as a testament to their commitment to
authenticity and enduring quality.

https://www.brionne.com/en/
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FERSA
Fersa is a Argentinian family-owned company celebrated
for its exceptional craftsmanship, carried on by the
descendants of Spanish and Italian artisans. Fersa provides
a broad selection of meticulously crafted products,
including decorative hardware, bathroom fittings,
accessories, lighting, and railings.

Fersa is known for its faithful recreations of classical
designs, but they are also always constantly creating new
pieces. Their commitment to ancient casting techniques
(lost wax and sand cast foundry, metal chiselling and
mercury gold plating) and their exceptional attention to
detail has resulted in outstanding products, impressed us
tremendously and convinced us to work with them.

https://www.fersa.biz/
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BREHAT
Bréhat is renowned for its gold-fingered glassblowers
who create exceptional and unique pieces of decorative
hardware. 

Les Verreries de Bréhat has built a worldwide
reputation for their unique know-how in glass
craftmanship, thanks to the exceptional setting of the
island that allows their craftsmen to work in an
environment conducive to inspiration and creativity.
Each piece of their decorative glass hardware is hand-
moulded by gifted craftsmen, making every item a
unique piece of art. See our display in our showroom. 

https://shop.verreriesdebrehat.com/en/
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CHANT
Graham Chant has built a global reputation to infuse
style and quality into contemporary hardware. Proudly
designed and manufactured in Auckland, New Zealand,
his company specialises in crafting high-end hardware
for exclusive residential and commercial properties.

What sets Chant apart is their dedication to providing a
wide array of existing products while also catering to
custom designs, finishes, and variations that are
nothing short of extraordinary. This bespoke approach
allows architects and developers to find precisely
tailored solutions that perfectly match their unique on-
site requirements.

https://chanthardware.com/
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SAMUEL HEATH
Based in Birmingham, UK, Samuel Heath is a British
hardware to the core. They craft door and window
hardware that speak superior quality. If you're after a
touch of timeless elegance that suits Georgian and
Victorian architectural styles, look no further than what
they offer. With stunning finishes like nickel and
bronze, Samuel Heath brings you the absolute best in
quality that never go out of style.

Ranges include options for all types of windows, the best
centre door knob that we know of and accessories for
the complete traditional British design brief. There is
nothing however like coming into feel and see our
display in person.

https://www.samuel-heath.com 
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FINESSE
With over 20 years of expertise, Finesse is a trusted
brand renowned for crafting hardware from genuine
pewter, a timeless metal known for its rustic and
lustrous appeal. Their architectural ironmongery,
including door handles, kitchen handles, and window
hardware combines tradition with modern technology
to create products of superior quality.

Finesse’s extensive experience with pewter, and
commitment to innovative craftsmanship make them a
go-to option for us at Mother of Pearl to expand our
offer for any architectural styles, be it traditional,
modern, or contemporary while providing lasting
quality and timeless beauty in your living spaces.

https://finesse.us/
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P BISSCHOP
P Bisschop has produced hardware of the highest
quality, handmade in Velbert, Germany since 1889. The
product ranges, predominantly from the Bauhaus and
Art Deco movements. They have contributed to the
stylish furnishing of modern and historical buildings,
both in Germany and in Europe and now in Australia.

This is the real deal when it comes to Art Deco, Bauhaus  
and Jugendstil. Visit our showroom to see their superb
range.

https://www.bisschop.de/
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TASMAN FORGE
Established in the 1990’s in New Zealand by UK
designer and furniture maker Tim Bleackley, Tasman
Forge is a hand cut and hand forged range of custom
wrought iron hardware, created with a natural aged
appearance by combining traditional forging techniques
and modern methods which withstand the test of time.

We're proud to carry Tasman Forge and their top-
quality wrought iron door hardware and custom
ironwork. Their experience in blending classical
craftsmanship with the robust strength of iron, as well
as their hand-in-hand work with clients have been
producing nothing short of top-quality results,
matching the unique specifications of each of our
client’s project. Visit out showrrom to view our display.

https://www.tasmanforge.com/
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